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A

ll around us, the rapid shift from print to digital content is
transforming libraries of all types. E-content offers rich
and extraordinary opportunities for libraries to provide expanded access to information and to revolutionize, in positive ways,
the relationship between libraries and library users. At the same
time, these new forms of digital content pose profound challenges.
In this environment, libraries are struggling to cope with extraordinary
uncertainty, with changes occurring practically every day. To help libraries
adapt to this new world, activities are underway throughout the American
Library Association to proactively address these digital content opportunities at the highest levels from both policy and practical perspectives.
This past summer, the Presidential Task Force on Equitable Access
to Digital Content (EQUACC) made recommendations on how the
Association could best assist libraries in meeting the challenges presented by the rapid growth of digital content. A key conclusion was that
e-content issues need a permanent “home” in the Association. The
first step was to create a Digital Content and Libraries Initiative as the
mechanism to provide ALA-wide coordination and communication.
Out of this has sprung the newly created Digital Content and Libraries
Working Group (DCWG). We’re pleased that Sari Feldman, executive
director of Cuyahoga County (Ohio) Public Library, and Robert Wolven,
associate university librarian at Columbia University, agreed to cochair
the working group, and are also grateful to the distinguished group of
members who agreed to serve on this working group.
DCWG is focused on digital content issues broadly; relevant topics
include access to externally produced content (including licensing issues), digitization and library-produced content, accessibility, privacy
and ethics, education for the library community, and outreach beyond
the library community. Working group members will also serve as formal liaisons to various ALA and ALA affiliate groups. Not surprisingly,
ebooks are one of DCWG’s initial priorities.
Staff work within ALA is also being coordinated under this initiative.
Alan Inouye, director of ALA’s Office for Information Technology Policy,
is serving as program manager in this coordination and communication
effort, though most of the work will be performed by units across ALA.
This reflects the reality that members and staff throughout the Association are already involved in the many aspects of this digital revolution.
We want to build on the good work that has already been done.
With a number of products slated for release in 2012, we thought that
a special edition of American Libraries would provide a perfect opportunity to begin discussing some of the topics at the core of the digital revolution currently affecting libraries. We hope that the articles that
follow give you a taste of what to expect from the initiative, and we invite you to follow and participate in this work. z
—Molly Raphael (molly@mollyraphael.org) and
Keith Michael Fiels (kfiels@ala.org)
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The
Revolution
Isn’t Just
Digital
For libraries, the growing
importance of digital
content has repercussions
that go far beyond
technology
By Alan S. Inouye

T

he digital revolution in libraries is
not exactly a secret. Every day we
read about some upheaval in the
ebook industry, a new development in
digitization, or yet another service from
Google. And the recent announcement
of an ALA-wide initiative on digital
content and libraries, while important
and necessary, won’t exactly make
media headlines.
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It is natural enough to focus on digital content, whizbang technology, and how libraries should provide innovative services for our communities. Yet there is more
going on than meets the digital eye.
Librarianship, at least in the 20th century, was built on
the cornerstone of professional control. Librarians were
the deciders. Of course, we were deciders with the best of
intentions. Nevertheless, librarians had considerable
latitude in determining how best to serve their patrons,
armed with a robust body of knowledge and professional
norms. However, the digital revolution fundamentally
changed librarian control. This shift in control becomes
obvious when we think about it consciously.
Collections. Librarians controlled the analog stuff. We
decided what content to acquire and we purchased it. We
had exclusive control on how to organize it, based on taxonomies largely developed by the library community.
This control is now shared with publishers and other
information-service intermediaries. For example, Macmillan and Simon & Schuster won’t allow libraries to
lend ebooks, and Hachette and Penguin have suspended
new titles from their library lending business. Publishers now play a significant role in defining the scope of
materials available to libraries—at any price.
Online information is often subject to licensing

The Six P words
n People. Librarians provide unbiased services and
advice based on expertise and professional norms
n Place. Libraries are physical spaces conducive to
individual or group contemplative work
n Price. Library services are generally provided at no
charge to the user, and access is available regardless
of individual ability to pay
n Principles. Library services are provided under the
rubric of intellectual freedom, privacy, and trust
n Pride. An excellent library is an indicator of a community with quality public services and high quality
of life
n Package. Libraries provide successful integration
of information services across disparate functions.
From Confronting the Future: Strategic Visions for
21st-Century Public Libraries, a report by Roger Levien issued in June 2011 for ALA’s Office for Information Technology Policy. Visit tinyurl.com/85zukhm.

terms more restrictive than those otherwise allowable
under copyright. These terms are written by information-service providers and agreed upon (or at least
clicked through) by users—and by librarians—with little
or no ability to negotiate terms. The fiscal constraints
that many libraries face make the situation worse, not
only through smaller budgets but also by the forced retention of many analog services even as the demand for
digital escalates.
Access. Librarians had virtually complete control over
patron access to analog materials. We decided who could
borrow materials from a library and for how long. We decided which materials were restricted for use within the
library and whether there were any closed stacks (and if
there were, who had access to them). When serving people with disabilities, librarians also had considerable latitude in providing needed accommodations.
License agreements typically manage access to digital
content. These agreements dictate the basic terms of
access, such as the HarperCollins limit of 26 loans per
ebook license. They can also specify a wealth of requirements: The one governing the Google Book Project includes details on how much of a work may be displayed
(for example, “snippets” for certain in-copyright
works). Libraries must deal with a multitude of varying
licensing agreements, almost exclusively written outside of the library community, that impose requirements upon library users and staff. These typically omit
accommodations for users with disabilities, in contrast
to copyright law and its mandates.
Archiving and preservation. Long-term access and
protection of our cultural heritage represent an important mission of the library community. Under the firstsale doctrine and other provisions of copyright law,
libraries have discretion on how to carry out this mission for analog materials.
Many questions and challenges revolve around the
archiving and preservation of digital content. Licensing
agreements rarely spell out these long-term rights, often clearly stating that a library has access to the content
only when it is paying a monthly or annual fee.
Privacy. Librarians vigorously guarded the privacy of
circulation and usage records, enforcing the profession’s
longstanding ethical obligation to protect the patron’s
right to privacy. To the best of their abilities, librarians
prevented surveillance of reader behavior within library
buildings, and individuals had personal control over
their use of library materials and reading behavior.
Today, the tools and platforms that enable user access
to digital content put reader privacy in peril. Borrowers’
personal information and materials-use records are in
the hands of intermediary companies and content providers. Vendor education and privacy provisions in li-

cense agreements are critical in protecting user privacy,
but even more crucial are strict mechanisms for ensuring that these agreements are fulfilled, particularly regulation and legislation.
Perhaps an even greater concern is the potential ability
of content providers to track reader behavior through
digital services, down to the specific pages that users read
within a work and the words they highlight on the page.
Once that data is shared or stored, it is vulnerable to accidental disclosure, theft, and legal discovery, and it offers
intermediaries an outlet to market their products. If users choose to purchase content from intermediaries
while logged on to library computers, their financial information could be disclosed or compromised. Libraries
that host their services on their own server have a better
opportunity to protect and control borrower information,
especially by deleting user transactions.

Sharing control and
seizing control
The first point to internalize is that we need to change
ourselves, no matter what information service providers or others do. The digital revolution is essentially an
organizational revolution for libraries.

Librarians must become more focused on sharing
control, insofar as sharing (read: negotiating) is possible. For many years, collaboration has been a library
strategy to improve efficiency, but it has been pursued
more as a “nice to have” proposition—and properly so.
The digital environment does not inherently respect
physical or organizational domains, so collaboration
becomes an essential strategy—both in its softer
form as cooperative ventures and as hard-nosed
negotiation.
The second point is understanding that progress is
not merely converting existing services from analog to
digital. We really do need new operating paradigms. Yes,
that’s a cliché, but this time it is true.
So we need to go back to such basic principles as
library values and mission statements. Why do we do
what we do?
To illustrate, let’s examine ebooks. The current philosophy assumes that libraries require lending rights
for ebooks with the same flexibility as those for print
books. Of course it would be nice to extend those rights
into the digital world so that we can provide the best
possible service to patrons; however, libraries do not
enjoy this luxury.
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The first question to ask about lending is: What kind
of lending is most important? For some libraries, current bestsellers may be the overriding priority. (But are
you certain this is the best long-term strategy for your
community?) For others, the priority may be for a wide
range of publications, especially nonfiction and literary
works. We should not reflexively assume that universal
book lending must continue as a core library service—
print books made available through a distributed physical infrastructure built upon a library’s competitive
advantage. The rules and opportunities are different
with ebooks, and, indeed, we are now seeing for-profit
companies providing ebook lending services.
Library missions may be best met, at least in part,
through new services. We’ve heard about these services
in articles and studies portraying libraries as enablers
of self-publishing, libraries as job and career centers,
or libraries as conversation (see The Atlas of New Librarianship by R. David Lankes, MIT Press, 2011).
This reassessment will no doubt evolve. For example,
ebook lending is the hot topic today, but can DVD lending be that far behind, given the continuing shift of video to digital distribution?
We need more librarians who will seize the initiative—people who can assess the new reality of digital
content and figure out how libraries fit into this world.
Unfortunately, there isn’t a lot of time to make this shift.
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Taking action
From the ALA perspective, we need to continue some efforts on immediate issues and make public responses. In
cases where we can suggest proposals on behalf of the
library community, rather than simply object to an unfavorable development, all the better. But even if we cannot
articulate particular solutions, we can nonetheless call
attention to difficulties caused by the policies of information-service intermediaries.
At the same time, we must recognize that we are not
exclusively taking adversarial positions. The ecosystem
of digital content and services is complex and evolving.
All stakeholders are scrambling to figure it out so that
they can best serve their constituents. Moreover, while
there may well be no targeted ill will (no one is out to get
libraries), certain policies and decisions can adversely
affect libraries and the communities they serve.
But we must also assess the needs of the library community and the opportunities that are opening up. In particular, we must challenge assumptions and practices from the
analog era and reevaluate them in terms of overall library
missions and values. We need to revisit our goals for our
communities, consider the alternate mechanisms possible, and choose the ones that best meet our needs.
We have some reasons to be optimistic. Libraries

have multiple strengths and advantages. Public
libraries can be marketed as the six Ps of people, place,
price, principles, pride, and package as described by
Roger Levien in Confronting the Future: Strategic Visions
for 21st-Century Public Libraries (see box, p. 4). But these
six Ps may also be reformulated for other types of
libraries.
We can also learn from each other. For example, academic libraries have been entangled in digital licensing
in a significant way for many years. School libraries
have enjoyed some successes, as described by Christopher Harris in this issue (see p. 12–13). Additionally, we
must reach out beyond the library community to other
professions that are working on the same problems.

Success depends on everyone
In fall 2011, ALA established a Digital Content and
Libraries Working Group and an associated initiative
(as Molly Raphael and Keith Michael Fiels detail on p.
2). In an Association-wide effort, members and staff
from ALA’s divisions, offices, and other bodies are being coordinated to pursue short-term and long-term
activities to advance the interests of the library community. These activities will provide support for the library
community, as well as communication and advocacy
with the general public and other key stakeholders such
as publishers, other information intermediaries, and
government agencies.
But ALA can only go so far. You must take action to
meet your own institutional challenges. Take a hard look
at how you are doing business, assess what resources
you have, and consider whether you are well positioned
for the challenges ahead. (Confronting the Future provides some direction on how to frame this strategy development.) The main driver of change in the past 10
years may have been the digital revolution, but these
changes also have serious organizational implications
for libraries.
Get involved in grassroots action. You can negotiate
directly with publishers and intermediaries, perhaps in
collaboration with other librarians or such organizations as library cooperatives and state libraries. Spread
the word among your patrons, local government officials, local newspapers, and other media.
What are you doing for your library and your
profession? z
ALAN S. INOUYE is the program manager of ALA’s
new initiative on digital content and libraries. He is also
director of the ALA Office for Information Technology
Policy, based in Washington, D.C.

Threats
to Digital
Lending
Does the durability of
ebooks pose a digital
danger to libraries?
By Carrie Russell

W

hen the Kansas Digital Library
Consortium’s contract with
digital-content distributor
OverDrive was up for renewal last year,
two issues made Kansas State Librarian
Joanne Budler decide it was time to move
on and transfer the ebook titles to
another vendor who could offer a better
deal. First, OverDrive planned to raise
license fees by almost 700% by 2014.
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But even more disturbing was a change to the contract that
would have changed the consortium’s ownership of the
ebooks to a subscription.
OverDrive said that the libraries had only leased access;
they did not own the books, and therefore could not retain
access when they changed providers. The Kansas state’s
attorney’s office argued otherwise, saying that the wording
of the license agreement indicated that the library did own
the ebooks. Kansas decided to hold firm on the state’s
attorney’s assertion, and Budler began her quest to negotiate ownership of the ebooks with each individual rights
holder, in most cases the publisher (AL,Jan./Feb., p. 27).

tion right. But there is no digital first sale right per se,
unless a license agreement expressly says so.
Some troubling scenarios already exist: limiting the
number of loans unless an additional payment is made,
as in the HarperCollins 26-loan business model, Penguin
delaying access to such high-demand e-content as new
releases, and Hachette refusing to sell any new ebook
releases to libraries. The worst-case scenario is already
practiced by two publishers: Neither Macmillan nor Simon
& Schuster sells ebooks to libraries at all. And Brilliance
Solutions has decided to suspend the availability of its
audiobooks for library download as of January 31.
The very real possibility that libraries may find themTaking issue with licensing
selves unable to lend escalates as more content is made
The situation in Kansas highlights the uncertainty about available only in digital formats under stricter contract
ownership of ebook content. What is ownership, after all? terms. In addition, other library functions—preservation,
Perpetual access under certain conditions
interlibrary loan, and fair use, to name a
defined in the contract? True ownership, Some rights holders few—may also be forbidden when dealing
where the library can sell or discard its feel they should
with digital materials.
digital copy?
Rights holders have valid concerns as
Check out your ebook licenses; if you be paid each time
well. They say they are going out on a limb
think you own the ebooks that you paid for, a patron borrows
by providing digital files, which are prey to
think again. A thorough examination of the an ebook; today’s
pirates who make unauthorized copies,
contract language may indicate that you
readily available to all. Rights holders assert
are only renting the content, which would digital technologies that pirated copies replace sales. If rights
mean you have to pay the rent every year make this a viable
holders are going to provide digital content,
or risk losing all of your ebooks. State and business model.
they need license agreements enforced by
local government officials might question
digital rights management (DRM) techwhat you have been doing with the money Could pay per use
nologies that will limit the risk.
appropriated to fund your public library: become a reality?
Whether this is a sensible strategy can be
“You say you bought the books, but now
debated. More chilling is the realization that
you don’t have them anymore? Sounds like tax dollars many rights holders never particularly liked library lenddown the drain.”
ing in the first place. Some rights holders feel they should
In fact, libraries have been renting their digital content be paid each time a patron borrows an ebook; today’s
for more than 30 years. However, with other license agree- digital technologies make this a viable business model.
ments, libraries get additional content each year they
Remember how the library community feared a paysubscribe. In some cases, they get enhanced services, such per-use model? Is it becoming a reality?
as keyword searching capability, by choosing to rent the
digital version of a journal instead of buying the print Creating new lending models
edition. But imagine paying every year for the same con- Can we do anything to preserve first sale when such fedtent without bells and whistles. It really is like renting an eral copyright exceptions are effectively nonexistent in
apartment: Your landlord is the intermediary vendor who the digital context?
negotiates rights with publishers, literary agents, and
Academic libraries have had some success negotiating
authors—not an easy job—and hosts the ebooks you have perpetual access terms in licensing agreements. The idea
selected for purchase.
is that the license should expressly state that libraries have
Contracts for digital content can also legally circumvent this right. For academic libraries, perpetual access is esuser rights that we value in the print world. Here, the right sential for the preservation of the cultural heritage. School
of first sale under the copyright law is of greatest concern. librarians, who also tend to deal directly with publishers
First sale allows the owner of a lawfully acquired copy of (without vendor intermediaries), have also negotiated
a work the right to lend that copy or rent or dispose of it. agreeable contract terms. For schools, retaining content
Libraries can purchase resources and lend them at no cost is not always necessary and lending may not be as importo the user because of first sale, which is an exception to tant; but concerns about ease of use, simultaneous access,
an exclusive right of copyright—in this case the distribu- and interoperability are paramount.

vice versa? (See the article by Christopher Harris in this
publication, p. 12–13.)
n Gather and demand better data. Is it true that
lending undermines sales? We have valid data indicating the opposite: A 2007 Harris poll of library patrons
(tinyurl.com/76368ga) indicates that borrowing books
inspires people to buy their own copy. A 2010 white paper from OverDrive (tinyurl.com/7jq3vcm) draws similar conclusions about ebook lending. Still, rights
holders are not convinced, and we need even more
proof about libraries’ quite positive effect on publishers’ sales to counter the misguided theory that lending
replaces sales.

carrie russell is the director of the Program on
Public Access to Information of the Office for Information
Technology Policy at ALA’s Washington Office.
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Finally, we need to be clever and action-oriented, and stop
sitting around hoping that the situation is going to change.
We need to walk a mile or two in the publishers’ shoes
to appreciate rights holders’ concerns. The ebook phenomenon endangers the way publishers do business. Gone
are the big sales realized in the known business cycle,
where publishers could depend on the success of hardcover bestsellers and later make the same titles available
in paperback, bringing in another chunk of change. Gone
are the bookstores that promoted sales, encouraged browsing, and provided sidewalk marketing appeal. Gone is the
ability to have greater control over pricing, as online sellers undercut prices to gain market share. If we work with
publishers, could we find common ground leading to
workable solutions?
We should try out new business models in our dealings
with rights holders: Buy directly from rights holders,
including authors; host your own ebook content; or offer
library users the choice of purchasing ebooks through the
library catalog when the waitlist is too long. All of these
have been fruitful experiments for libraries and rights
holders.
Libraries can do a better job at negotiating contracts
with ebook vendors: Challenge contract terms; ask questions; provide clarity to vague, incomprehensible language;
and bargain.
Most importantly: Envision, plan, and develop the
public library of the future. If public libraries are to survive and remain essential to their communities, they
cannot be the libraries we know today. Their time has
come—and is nearly gone. z
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Searching for solutions
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In both cases, however, academic and school libraries
primarily acquire content for the purposes of learning and
research. Publishers that provide this type of content rely
almost exclusively on sales to these educational institutions and their libraries. With trade publications, public
libraries are not the sole customer for content; in fact,
they are a relatively small percentage of the market. The
public buys trade books from brick-and-mortar bookstores—now dwindling in number—or from online retailers like Amazon. People buy their e-content at an online
retail store because it is so easy—downloading content is
a breeze. In fact, Amazon seeks to provide readers with a
“seamless shopping and reading experience.” People might
as well buy a lawn mower while they are downloading the
latest Scott Turow thriller.
We know that public libraries enhance the sale of books;
but does this benefit outweigh publisher concerns about
piracy and the business opportunity to sell the same
content over and over again, monetizing library lending?
One often-heard suggestion is to change the copyright
law to include a digital first-sale provision. Experts agree
that this is a pipe dream for several reasons. First, it is
highly unlikely that Congress will act, especially given
the current political environment. If legislators did take
up the issue, it is unlikely that the stakeholders would
come to a consensus that everyone could live with. Moreover, there is the real possibility that the resulting legislation would end up being worse for libraries rather than
better.
Second, the request for a digital first-sale right has
already been considered by Congress, and subsequently
studied by the US Copyright Office. While negotiating the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998,
libraries supported legislation that would create a digital
first-sale right within the copyright law. Congress postponed consideration pending a report from the Copyright
Office, which concluded that the library associations were
worried about a future that was unlikely to occur and that
business models would provide viable options. (See DMCA
Section 104 Report, at tinyurl.com/7dofk54).
We can’t remain passive and wait around for Congress
to act. We need to think more creatively—and aggressively. Perhaps we can even put the print model aside and
develop good digital models for sharing library ebooks.
In the meantime, I hope the library community can
accomplish a few things:
n Negotiate better contracts. As the rules shift and
change, librarians must be critical consumers. More
than ever, we must ask questions, seek clarity on vague
language, challenge contract terms, and bargain for the
best terms for our libraries and our users.
n Learn from each other. What can public librarians learn from school and academic librarians—and

A Publisher’s
Perspective
The digital revolution has
transformed every aspect
of the publishing business
By Andrea Fleck-Nisbet

I

t was a rainy afternoon just before
Thanksgiving in 2007 when I stood on
a New York City sidewalk clutching
my first e-reading device. I had just
come from Amazon’s press conference
where Jeff Bezos announced the launch
of Kindle, a new e-reader designed to
wirelessly deliver book content directly
to customers in as little as 30 seconds.

ANDREA FLECK-NISBET is director of digital publishing
at Workman Publishing in New York City.
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new products. One of our biggest challenges today is deciding where to focus our time and energy as the digital
landscape evolves and the consumer’s needs change. At
Workman Publishing, we have always made it a priority to
produce high-quality book content at retail prices that are
friendly to readers. We must now figure out how to remain
true to that mission while broadening our scope from
creators of books to creators of content in multiple formats.
This issue is only exacerbated from an operational perspective by constantly changing file formats and metadata specs, all of which need to be customized to some
degree for each vendor.
In an environment of shrinking shelf space, limited
customer attention spans, and price wars among major
retailers, we must also learn to be a more data-driven,
consumer-engaged industry. Publishers have traditionally relied on wholesalers and retailers to set prices and
market their products to end users. However, a highly
public feud over terms that erupted between Amazon and
Macmillan in January 2010 resulted in the eventual migration of all Big Six trade publishers to the agency model, in
which the publisher sets ebook prices rather than the
retailer. It was clear that the biggest publishers wanted to
control the ebook prices their customers paid in order to
prevent product devaluation and to stabilize the market
among vendors. It is yet to be seen whether others will
also migrate from wholesale to agency. Certainly such a
move would necessitate investment in systems allowing
publishers to price their books dynamically based on
market fluctuations (AL, Jan./Feb., p. 24).
In spite of these massive changes and the hurdles we
face, there is much that is encouraging about the industry’s
shift toward digital. According to a recent study of ebook
enthusiasts, 40% said they now read more than they did
in print. The proliferation of social media platforms like
Facebook, Twitter, and Goodreads makes it easier than
ever for publishers to market their books to the right
audience and to keep them engaged. We can bring authors
together with readers and readers can share with other
readers in ways that have never before been possible.
Online discoverability means good books and apps can be
easily recommended by satisfied customers. As publishers, therefore, our goals are twofold: We must continue
to produce the best content possible while investing in
the digital business in service of content and platforms
yet to come. z
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The device used E Ink technology, which provided a more
true-to-print reading experience and allowed for longer
battery life. An e-reader could store hundreds of books
and run for hours on a single charge, all without use of a
computer. Paired with the vast book, newspaper, and
magazine content that Amazon had amassed and the ease
with which customers could access that content, many
predicted that Kindle would forever change the printmedia landscape.
Publishers were skeptical. None of the early e-reading
devices, CD-ROM book products, or even the recently
launched Sony Reader had met with much success. Some
publishers, notably Wiley, Random House, and HarperCollins, were already selling ebooks and experimenting with
the creation of other types of digital content. However, as
consumer adoption remained scant, most publishers had
invested little time, resources, or thought into ebook products. Could a $399 device that was meant for reading blackand-white, text-only books really redefine the market?
While this story is now ancient history and we all know
how it ends—or rather how it begins—just a little over four
years have passed since the moment I stood on that sidewalk holding the device that would revolutionize how we
read. In that short time, the business of publishing has
changed irrevocably. Ebook sales represented just 1% of
major publishers’ revenue in 2008, the year following the
Kindle’s launch; by the end of 2011, that number has
climbed as high as 20% for the largest trade houses, with
some predicting sales up to 80% of revenue for narrative
text titles in the coming years.
As publishers, the challenges we face in light of the
digital revolution are myriad and touch every aspect of the
business, from acquisition, design, and production to
marketing and distribution. When Kindle first launched,
most of us scrambled to convert books and get them into
the marketplace. Our focus over the subsequent two years
was mainly on clearing rights, locating and converting
files into ebook formats, and working with new vendors
to distribute content. However, the business of acquiring,
producing, and selling digital content largely remained
an afterthought to the production of print.
In 2010, Apple launched the iPad and the iBookstore,
ushering in the next major developments: the ability to
easily display ebooks in color and a platform for producing book content in new, more interactive formats through
the app marketplace. These developments encouraged
publishers to convert more visual, nonfiction work into
ebook formats and to think about book content outside of
its traditional container.
Although the possibilities for producing interactive
ebooks and apps are now seemingly endless, resources
for most publishers are limited and the market has been
slow to keep pace with our enthusiasm for creating these
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To better explore these challenges and advantages, it helps
to consider a few different school library ebook-use scenarios. A common desire in K–12 buildings is to adopt ebook
readers as a replacement for costly and heavy printed texts.
An English department that considered making this change
was stymied by the lack of availability of some of the texts on
their reading list. Although Ray Bradbury recently relented
and allowed the publication of an ebook version of Fahrenheit
451, other English-class standards like To Kill a Mockingbird,
Catcher in the Rye, and The Good Earth remain unavailable in
digital formats. Whether due to author reluctance or publisher apathy, this lack of e-texts can put a serious damper
on ebook adoption in school libraries.
This is not the case, however, when it comes to reference
and research materials. A great deal of nonfiction at the
K–12 level is already available in a variety of formats and
under various licensing terms. Facilitating their use as
part of a class project, many of the books can be secured
with unlimited, simultaneous-access rights. Publishers
are also working to enrich their ebooks to better meet the
new Common Core State Standards. For example, enhanced
social studies ebooks from Rosen Publishing include maps,
timelines, and primary-source documents. Larger publishers of reference works are also working with school

libraries to meet their specialized needs for district access
to a common set of resources. Many publishers and vendors in the school library sector are working with districts
and library systems to provide consortia-access pricing.
Group pricing, whether for consortia access or simultaneous users, remains an issue. Some schools have tried
working with e-reader hardware such as the Amazon
Kindle and the Barnes & Noble Nook. Yet the consumerfocused model that these bookstore-based devices follow
has proven less than ideal for schools. It is difficult—or,
in the case of Apple’s iPad and iBookstore, impossible—to
purchase multiple copies of a book for use by multiple
students in a reading group. Although Barnes & Noble has
launched a new educational-purchase program that offers
bulk discounts on e-readers, the way the company handles
assigning books and specific hardware to groups still leaves
much to be desired for school libraries.
One of the areas of greatest potential for ebooks in
school libraries is in accommodating students with special
needs. The US Department of Education–funded BookShare.org program supplies free DAISY-formatted ebooks,
which offer text-to-speech enhancements with read-along
highlighting to students with a qualifying print or visual
disability. Other publishers, including Capstone and Orca,
provide ebooks in the high-interest/low reading level
(hi-lo) field. Using ebook readers that mask the book
title, students can have successful reading experiences
without suffering social stigma. E-readers that use E Ink
screens, such as the Kindle and Nook, have also proven
highly successful for struggling readers thanks to the
single-page display that lets students focus on the present
without worrying about the pages to come.
In the end, school libraries around the country are continuing to look forward to a future rich with ebooks. The
school library sector has a symbiotic relationship with small,
independent publishers and vendors, akin to that between
academic libraries and university presses. Individual libraries
are trying different programs to see what works, and the
publishers and vendors in the K–12 market are working with
school libraries in a strong partnership. Their efforts have
been most successful in nonfiction and reference resources,
but school libraries are hoping to work with public libraries
to meet bestseller fiction needs. In addition, ebook adoption
seems to be most successful and efficient at the district or
regional level, though individual libraries are having great
success with small trial programs as well. z
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n their efforts to implement
ebooks, school libraries face a
set of challenges that differ
from those confronting their
public and academic
counterparts. In addition to the
struggle they share with other
types of libraries to offer current
bestselling fiction ebooks,
school libraries are also working
to secure backlist fiction,
curriculum-focused nonfiction,
and multiple copies of books for
group use. At the same time,
however, they are fortunate to
have a strong working
relationship with many different
publishers and vendors that
work within the K–12 market.
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